
   

 

Date 24 November 2011 

Issue Ref: HSE Information Sheet 0001 

Topic: Broken teeth from Radial Saw penetrated the leg 

Details: 
 
 
 
 
 

A civil worker – (foreman), 35 years old with nearly 3-year experience on 
site- was preparing the connection to external storm drainage network. 
 
For doing this task, he was cutting a Ǿ800-mm pipe using a radial saw -
PARTNER K750 model K750, with all its certificates up to date, and using 
a LIDER DIAMANT disk with a valid diameter for the expected use - for 
joining it with the cone of the well in the connection of the storm water 
drainage external network. 
 
When performing this task, one of the diamond teeth of the disk used by 
the radial saw broke, being ejected and impacting in the worker's right leg 
in the middle of shin. 
 
Result: A six-stitch cut and an initial recommendation about being 11 days 
away of work. Finally, real time away of work has been only 5 days. 
 
It is believed Inaccurate use of manual tool because it was positioned in 
an incorrect cut angle, including a small inclination about vertical line; this 
fact caused a lateral overpressure that make easier the breakage of one 
of the diamond segments of the disk. 
 
Original Source – Jacobs  
 

Recommended Action: •Need of assuring a complete follow-up of safety instruction of the 
equipments / tools used on site and taking into account manufacturers’ 

recommendations. 

•Ensure the proposed working method is the safest and according the 
manufacturers instruction. As well as ensuring the appropriate equipment 

and resources (in this case water cooling) is present. 

Reviewing the radial saw involved in this accident, minimum points to be 

considered are: 

•Compatibility between radial saw and disk: don’t use a cutting disk where 
the nominal revs are lower than the equipment one. 

•Status of equipment and disk before starting the task with special 
attention to safety components (start-stop buttons, guards, etc) 

•Blade position (direct cause of the described accident), because cutting 
with the lateral of the blade and not with the edge can be the origin of a 
breakage and / or blockage; the same effect can occur when using the 
tool with an excessive pressure. 

•Among manufacturer’s recommendations using a wet cut instead of a dry 
one for certain diameter of disk (300 and 350 mm) in order to assure the 
expected output and 

Links/ 
References 

N / A 
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Any queries please call Admiral Safety Ltd on 07711 033663 or email – 

anelson@admiralsafetyltd.co.uk 
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